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ABSTRACT

We propose new fast polynomial algorithms for the maximum �ow problem. Our generi

approah is to start with a pseudo�ow and onvert it to a �ow, at whih point the maxi-

mum �ow is established. We propose two approahes to do this: (1) the (feasible) �ow is

obtained by sending �ow on paths, (2)the �ow is obtained by sending �ow on ars. The �rst

approah di�ers from augmenting path algorithms in the sense that feasibility is obtained at

the termination of the algorithm, but they are also similar beause they inrementally push

�ows on paths. In this researh, we present the two approahes to solving the maximum

�ow problem, as well as some preliminary results of omputational experiments with the

new algorithms.
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INTRODUCTION

The lassial maximum �ow problem was �rst introdued by Fulkerson and Dantzig [11℄. Its

�rst exat solution algorithm was proposed by Ford and Fulkerson [8℄. Let G(N,A) be a

direted network where N is the set of nodes; A, the set of ars; and s, t ∈ N , the soure

and the sink nodes, respetively. For eah ar (i, j) ∈ A, uij represents the apaity of (i, j).
We denote the largest ar apaity U ; the number of nodes, n; the number of ars, m. The

problem is to send the maximum possible �ow from s to t.

Ford and Fulkerson's algorithm runs in O(nmU) time, whih is pseudopolynomial. We an

ategorize the existing maximum �ow algorithms as follows: (1) augmenting path (2) primal

and dual network simplex (3) pre�ow-push (4) pseudo�ow (5) MA ordering. Ahuja et al.

[4℄ is an exellent referene text on the subjet. Among augmenting path algorithms, the

earliest one is by Ford and Fulkerson [8℄. Edmonds and Karp [7℄ developed two polynomial

algorithms in this ategory. The �rst one augments �ows with maximum residual apaity

and runs in O(m2 logU) time, and the seond one augments �ows on shortest paths and runs

in O(nm2) time. Independently, Dini [6℄ introdued the onept of shortest path networks

alled layered networks and obtained an O(n2m) time algorithm. Gabow [12℄ developed the

�rst apaity saling algorithm that is based on bit saling. Ahuja and Orlin [2℄ developed

a apaity saling algorithm similar to Gabow's and runs in O(m2 logU) time. Ahuja and

Orlin [2℄ also developed a shortest augmenting path algorithm that uses the onept of dis-

tane labels that is due to Goldberg [13℄ and Goldberg and Tarjan [14, 15℄. Ahuja and

Orlin [2℄ ombined their apaity saling and shortest augmenting path algorithms to obtain

O(nm logU) time.



Karzanov [18℄ developed the �rst pre�ow-push algorithm that runs in O(n3) time and uses

the onept of layered networks. Shiloah and Vishkin [20℄ developed another O(n3) time

pre�ow-push algorithm that is a preursor of the FIFO pre�ow-push algorithm. Goldberg

[13℄ �rst used the distane labels in Shiloah and Vishkin's algorithm and obtained an O(n3)
time algorithm. Goldberg and Tarjan [14, 15℄ improved the running time of this algo-

rithm to O(nm log(n2/m)) by using a data struture alled the dynamic tree developed by

Sleator and Tarjan [21℄. Ahuja and Orlin [1℄ developed the exess saling algorithm that

runs in O(nm + n2 logU) time. Ahuja et al. [3℄ further improved this running time to

O(nm log(n
√
logU/m+2)). Orlin [19℄ reently developed an algorithm that runs in O(nm)

time or better for the maximum �ow problem.

Fujishige [9℄ and Fujishige and Isotani [10℄ developed a maximum �ow algorithm alled MA

ordering algorithm. MA ordering algorithm is di�erent from all other approahes to the

maximum �ow problem. In this algorithm, �ows are pushed neither on augmenting paths,

nor on individual ars. The running time of the algorithm is O(nm logU).

Hohbaum [16, 17℄ and Chandran and Hohbaum [5℄ developed the �rst algorithm that uses

the onept of pseudo�ows. Our algorithms are oneptually similar, but simpler and do not

require any speial data strutures.

ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS

We assume that all ar apaities are integers, the soure node s has no inoming ars, the

sink node t has no outgoing ars, and all other nodes i ∈ N have at least one inoming and

one outgoing ar. These assumptions are not restritive. Frational ar apaities an be

multiplied by a suitably large number. Flow into s or out of t will not inrease the �ow

from s to t, so those ars an be removed from the network. Nodes with only inoming or

outgoing ars annot be on any path from s to t; we an remove them and their adjoint ars.

A pseudoflow is a funtion x : A → R+ ∪ {0} that satis�es the ar apaity onstraints, i.e.

0 ≤ xij ≤ uij ∀(i, j) ∈ A. A flow is a pseudo�ow that also satis�es the �ow balane equa-

tions, i.e.

∑
(i,j)∈A xij −

∑
(j,i)∈A xji = 0 ∀i ∈ N \{s, t}. The imbalance of node i with respet

to a pseudo�ow x is de�ned as e(i) =
∑

(j,i)∈A xji −
∑

(i,j)∈A xij ∀i ∈ N \ {s, t}. A node i is

an excess node if e(i) > 0, and e(i) is the excess of i; a deficit node if e(i) < 0, and −e(i)
is the deficit of i; and a balanced node if e(i) = 0. Ar (i, j) ∈ G is alled saturated if xij = uij.

Given a pseudo�ow x, the orresponding residual network G(x) is de�ned as follows: We

replae eah ar (i, j) ∈ G with two ars: (i, j) and its reversal (j, i). The residual apaity
of (i, j) is de�ned as rij = uij − xij , and the residual apaity of (j, i), as rji = xij . We

only inlude in G(x) ars with positive residual apaity. We refer to G(x,∆) the ∆-residual

network with respet to x and de�ne it as a subset of G(x) that onsists of ars (i, j) ∈ G(x)
for whih rij ≥ ∆. A path from s to t in G(x) or G(x,∆) is alled an augmenting path. A
path from an exess node to a de�it node in G(x) or G(x,∆) is alled a balancing path.
A pseudo�ow x satis�es the optimality onditions if there is no path from s to t in G(x);



and the pseudo�ow x is alled a maximum pseudo�ow. A maximum pseudo�ow x is alled:

s-bloked if there is no path from s to any de�it node in G(x), t-bloked if there is no

path from any exess node to t in G(x), st-bloked if it is both s-bloked and t-bloked, and

bloked if it is st-bloked and there is no direted path between exess and de�it nodes in

G(x). Figure 1 illustrates these onepts of bloked �ows with a simple example network.

The numbers on the ars in the original network are the apaities.

PATH-BASED ALGORITHMS

In this setion, we propose algorithms that turn a pseudo�ow to an optimal �ow by sending

�ows on what we all �balaning paths.� These algorithms start with a pseudo�ow instead of

a �ow. We all the algorithms balancing path beause the algorithms start with an st-bloked

pseudo�ow and onvert this pseudo�ow to a �ow by iteratively balaning the imbalaned

nodes. The algorithms maintain the optimality onditions throughout, so the resulting �ow

is optimal. The generi algorithm has two stages: (1) Balaning stage and (2) Flow an-

elling stage. In balaning stage, the algorithm repeatedly piks an exess node and tries to

send its exess to de�it nodes through balaning paths in the residual network. At the end

of this stage the resulting pseudo�ow is bloked. This means (i) there is no path between

exess and de�its or (ii) no exess nodes are left in the network or (iii) no de�it nodes are

left or (iv) the network is balaned. When all nodes are balaned the algorithm terminates.

Otherwise it proeeds to the �ow anellation stage. In �ow anelling stage, the algorithm

sends �ows from exess nodes to node s to eliminate exesses, and �ows from node t to de�it
nodes to eliminate de�its. At the end of this stage all nodes are balaned and the �ow is

maximal.

The algorithm requires an st-bloked pseudo�ow to start. There are two easily onstruted

st-bloked pseudo�ows: (i) saturate all ars in G, (ii) Saturate only ars inident to s and

t. Either way, we will have reated an st-bloked pseudo�ow. By assumption, there are no

paths from t to s so when we saturate all ars, there annot remain a path from s to t.
Again, by assumption, s annot have any path out of it, whereas t annot have any path

leading into it.

Capacity Scaling: With apaity saling, the algorithm prioritizes ars that have �su�-

iently large� apaities and nodes that have �su�iently large� imbalanes. Both balaning

and �ow anelling stages are arried out in logU + 1 apaity saling phases. Both stages

start with a ∆-residual network where ∆ = 2⌊logU⌋
. ∆ is then halved at every apaity

saling phase. In a ∆-saling phase, only e(i) ≥ ∆ and e(i) ≤ −∆ are onsidered as exess

and de�its. It an be shown that the algorithm has the same omplexity as its augmenting

path ounterpart, i.e. it runs in O(m2 logU)

Shortest Path: A shortest balaning path is de�ned as the shortest path from an exess

node to a de�it node in the balancing stage,and as the shortest path from an exess node to

s in the soure part, and from t to a de�it node in the sink part of the flow cancelling stage.
We use a modi�ed version of the distane labels introdued by Goldberg [13℄ and Goldberg
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and Tarjan [14, 15℄. Let d : N → Z+∪{0} be a distance function with respet to the residual

network G(x). Then, d is alled valid if it satis�es: (i) d(i) = 0 ∀i ∈ {i|e(i) < 0} and (ii)

d(i) ≤ d(j) + 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ G(x). We then all d(i) the distance label of node i. d(i) is a
lower bound on the length of the shortest path from i to a de�it node in G(x). If d(s) ≥ n,
then there is no balaning path in G(x). If d(i) for all i ∈ N is equal to the shortest path

length from i to a de�it node in G(x), then d is alled exact. An ar (i, j) ∈ G(x) is alled
admissible if d(i) = d(j) + 1. A path in G(x) onsisting entirely of admissible ars is alled

an admissible path. If d is valid, an admissible path from s to a de�it node is a shortest

balaning path. The algorithm has the same omplexity as the shortest augmenting path

algorithm: O(n2m). The running time will be O(nm logU) if it is ombined with apaity

saling.

ARC-BASED ALGORITHMS

In this setion, we propose an algorithmi framework that uses ar-based �ow pushes. The

algorithm starts with a pseudo�ow that is obtained by saturating all soure-adjoint ars.

The algorithm repeatedly sends �ow from an exess node to a neighbor that is loser to a

de�it node. The algorithm onsists of two stages: balaning and �ow anelling. Distane

labels are de�ned as in the previous setion. This approah has at least as good a time

bound as the pre�ow-push algorithm of Goldberg [13℄. Depending on how exess nodes are

seleted and how pushes are performed, the time omplexity ould be improved beyond that

of the generi algorithm.

It an be shown that any given pseudo�ow an be used as the initial solution for all presented

algorithms. If the network has some known speial struture and the maximum �ow an be

approximated by a pseudo�ow that an be onstruted quikly, that pseudo�ow an be used

as the initial solution and this ould save signi�ant CPU time in pratie. The algorithms

that we propose an also be used to solve for reoptimizing a network if some of the ars are

removed or if the apaities of some ars are dereased.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We used the path-based apaity saling algorithm in our experiments. We oded the algo-

rithm in C++ and ran the experiments on a Core i5 proessor with 4.0 GB of memory. We

generated the random networks by using a program that we developed. The program takes

as parameters the number of nodes (n), the number of networks to be generated, the lower

and upper bounds on ar apaities, density d = m/n(n − 1), and the seed for the random

number generator. The seed is automatially inremented by one before reating the next

random network. The program generates random networks as follows: (1) randomly assigns

s and t from {1, . . . , n} (2) randomly generates a path from s to t, and the apaities for

the generated ars from a uniform distribution between uLB and uUB (unif(uLB, uUB))(3)
randomly onnets eah node that is not on the path to the ones on it by an ar from a

path node to the new node, and by an ar from the new node to another path node (path

nodes are randomly piked and the new ar apaities are generated from unif(uLB, uUB)
(4) if m/n(n− 1) < d at this point, the desired density is ahieved by randomly generating



additional ars with apaities from unif(uLB, uUB). We generated 10 random instanes for

eah ombination of parameters and display the average values of the results in the table

below.

Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. Random
n d None S T S+T All Flows

50 0.2 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.03
50 0.5 0.08 0.09 0.04 0.03 0.10 0.05
50 0.8 0.17 0.18 0.07 0.06 0.16 0.08
100 0.2 0.11 0.10 0.06 0.07 0.34 0.15
100 0.5 0.36 0.37 0.18 0.21 0.79 0.26
100 0.8 0.88 0.93 0.35 0.33 1.23 0.41
500 0.2 4.41 7.05 2.35 2.54 43.12 5.33
500 0.5 22.31 34.07 12.01 11.05 142.11 15.08
500 0.8 61.22 75.12 25.01 19.15 217.236 24.98

Figure 2: The CPU times for the balancing path capacity scaling algorithm with different
initialization options and various size networks

We tested various initialization options: (1) do not saturate any ars whih is essentially

the same as the apaity saling algorithm of Ahuja and Orlin [1℄; (2) saturate soure-

adjoint ars (S); (3) saturate sink-adjoint ars (T); (4) saturate both soure and and sink

adjoint ars; (5) saturate all ars; and (6) randomly assign �ows to all ars. As an be seen

in Table 2, saturating sink-adjoint ars and saturating both soure and sink-adjoint ars

resulted in the fastest times. They both outperformed the regular apaity saling algorithm

by a signi�ant margin. An interesting result was that assigning random �ows resulted in

almost as fast times as saturating T and saturating S & T. Saturating all ars resulted in

the worst omputational time. This was beause the apaities were distributed in a wide

range and the pseudo�ow obtained by saturating all ars was heavily unbalaned, making it

far from optimal and di�ult to balane.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this researh, we proposed new fast polynomial algorithms for the maximum �ow problem.

The theoretial omplexity of the proposed algorithms are at least as good as the previous

algorithms that are path and ar based. Preliminary omputational experiments showed

that the proposed algorithms an result in faster times in pratie. Further omputational

testing is needed to test the performane of the other algorithms proposed in this paper.

Another future researh diretion is to �nd better omputational bounds by using di�erent

strategies to pik nodes and push �ows, and using speial data strutures. Other future

researh diretions inlude developing variations of the algorithmi framework proposed in

this paper for the minimum ost network �ow problem and its speial ases.
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